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SUMMARY

When we encounter a new word, there are often mul-
tiple objects that the word might refer to [1]. None-
theless, because names for concrete nouns are con-
stant, we are able to learn them across successive
encounters [2, 3]. This form of ‘‘cross-situational’’
learning may result from either associative mecha-
nisms that gradually accumulate evidence for each
word-object association [4, 5] or rapid propose-
but-verify (PbV) mechanismswhere only one hypoth-
esized referent is stored for each word, which is
either subsequently verified or rejected [6, 7]. Using
model-based representation similarity analyses of
fMRI data acquired during learning, we find evidence
for learning mediated by a PbV mechanism. This
learning may be underpinned by rapid pattern-sepa-
ration processes in the hippocampus. Our findings
shed light on the psychological and neural processes
that support word learning, suggesting that adults
rely on their episodic memory to track a limited num-
ber of word-object associations.

RESULTS

Humans have a huge capacity for learning new information.

Remarkably, such learning can occur even when information is

incompletely provided. For example, when encountering an un-

familiar word, there is often an almost limitless number of objects

or concepts that it could hypothetically refer to [1]. Given this,

learning the meaning of a word from a single instance is impos-

sible. Nonetheless, after repeated exposures across different sit-

uations, both adults and children are able to learn word-referent

associations [2, 3]. Although learning names for abstract words

is likely more complicated, cross-situational learning is thought

to underpin the learning of name-object associations of concrete

nouns during early childhood [4]. Here, we sought to understand

the mechanisms supporting it.

We scanned adult participants as they performed a cross-

situational learning task involving 9 novel associations between

obscure objects and pseudowords. On each learning event, par-

ticipants saw three unfamiliar objects and heard their corre-

sponding pseudowords (Figure 1A). There was no relationship

between the location of the objects and word order. Therefore,
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to learn the associations, information had to be carried over

trials. Learning events were grouped into 6 blocks and each of

these was followed by a set of 9-alternative forced-choice

(9-AFC) test trials to assess whether correct associations had

been learned (Figure 1B). To control for the visual and motor

aspects of the task, a separate set of 9 word-object pairs were

pre-learned before scanning and presented/tested in the same

way as the to-be-learned words and objects. For a full descrip-

tion of the task, see STAR Methods.

Model-free Analysis of Learning-Related Brain Activity
Participants learned the word-object associations across the

6 learning blocks (Figures 1C and 1D), consistent with previous

findings (e.g., [3]). In the first fMRI analysis, we wished to identify

the brain regions involved in cross-situational learning. In partic-

ular, we were interested in regions that were most active during

trials when most learning occurred. Thus, we conducted a

model-free analysis of the fMRI data to identify correlations

between blood-oxygen-level dependent (BOLD) activity and

the amount of learning taking place. Specifically, the amount

of learning that occurred during each learning block (i.e., the

learning rate) was taken as the change in 9-AFC test trial perfor-

mance that occurred between blocks (see Figure 1D). This mea-

sure was then correlated with BOLD activity from the learning

events.

Activity was positively correlated with learning in a number of

frontal and parietal regions as well as the dorsal striatum bilater-

ally and fusiform gyrus (Figures 1E and 1F; Table S1; statistical

image available at https://neurovault.org/collections/3002/).

These regions are functionally connected during rest (see Fig-

ure S1) and are co-activated during many fMRI tasks involving

effortful processes (e.g., [8, 9]). Importantly, the regions that

we identify are commonly recruited when learning associations

between items (e.g., [10, 11]). These findings suggest that on a

general level, as detected by regional changes in activity, adult

cross-situational learning draws on a similar set of processes

as other tasks involving explicit learning of associations, such

as working memory, attention, and reward processing.

Activation Patterns Centered on the Hippocampus
Support PbV Learning
Next, we carried out a model-based analysis of the fMRI data

to test two competing models of cross-situational learning. Ac-

cording to ‘‘global’’ or ‘‘associative models,’’ all co-occurrences

of words and objects are maintained and updated across each

encounter in the form of weighted connections between words
5, April 2, 2018 ª 2018 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd. 1
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Figure 1. Details of In-Scanner Task and

Model-free Analyses

(A) On each learning trial, 3 unfamiliar objects were

presented on screen, and their corresponding

pseudowords were presented auditorily. There

was no relationship between the object locations

on screen and word order. Therefore, the word-

object associations had to be tracked across

multiple ambiguous learning events.

(B) After each learning block, all of the to-be-

learned associations, as well as the pre-learned

control associations, were assessed via 9-AFC

trials.

(C) Participants gradually learned the experimental

word-object pairs over the 6 blocks. Performance

on the pre-learned pairs was at ceiling.

(D) Amount learned during the block, indexed by

the changes in performance from the beginning to

the end of each block. Most learning took place in

the first 2 blocks. Error bars indicate 95% confi-

dence intervals.

(E) Regions where BOLD activity correlated with

learning during the encoding events. We observed

effects in a fronto-parietal network as well as

the fusiform gyrus and the head of the caudate

nucleus.

(F) Plots displaying % signal change estimates

during the learning trials and change in perfor-

mance statistics for the regions identified in (E).
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and objects (e.g., [4, 5]). As such, early in the course of learning,

some associations will exist between each word and every ob-

ject it has been seen with. However, after repeated encounters

of the words and objects, the correct associations will emerge

and dominate. A feature of associativemodels is that some infor-

mation is learnt on each encounter and that if a dominant asso-

ciation proves to be incorrect, other plausible associations will

be available, allowing the correct association to be strengthened

over time. In contrast, ‘‘local models’’ posit that only a very

limited number of hypotheses about the word-object associa-
2 Current Biology 28, 1–5, April 2, 2018
tions are carried forward until they are

verified or disconfirmed on later encoun-

ters (e.g., [6]). The strongest version of a

local model is propose-but-verify (PbV)

hypothesis testing (see [7]). Under such

a model, when an individual hears a

word, she arbitrarily proposes an associ-

ation between the word and one of the

objects and then verifies or rejects this

proposal on future encounters. Asso-

ciations between the word and other

possible referent objects are not stored.

Therefore, under PbV learning, acquisi-

tion of the word-object associations oc-

curs in an all-or-nothing manner such

that associations are either correctly

guessed and verified or not learnt at all.

Critically, these theories make

opposing predictions about the neural

representations of word-object associa-

tions during learning. Specifically, they
differ in their predictions about when representations of the cor-

rect word-object associations are created. Under any learning

model, once aword has been associated with a particular object,

it acquires a unique meaning, whereas unfamiliar words remain

meaningless. Thus, after learning, the representation of a word

will be distinctly different from all others. This process, whereby

distinct memory representations are created from similar

learning events, is known as pattern separation [12, 13]. At a neu-

ral level, pattern separation involves the hippocampus [12, 13].

Interestingly, the hippocampus is implicated in both rapid and



Figure 2. Model-Based Representational

Similarity Analyses of Test Trials

(A) Example RSA contrast matrix showing pre-

dicted similarity for every possible pair of the

9 objects and 9 to-be-learned pseudowords

during the first run.

(B) Example RSA contrast matrix according to

the associative model across all 6 test blocks.

Unlearnt associations are equally similar to each

other (red), and learned associations are equally

dissimilar (blue). Each participant’s behavioral

data were used to construct their own matrix,

which predicts the similarity in patterns of BOLD

activity. Under this model, the transition from

similar to dissimilar representations proceeds

gradually.

(C) Example RSA contrast matrix according

to the PbV model across all 6 test blocks.

Under PbV, learning is assumed to occur

within the learning block prior to making a

correct response, resulting in an abrupt repre-

sentational switch between unlearnt and learned

pairs.

(D) Searchlights centered on a region of the left

hippocampus showed changes in representa-

tional similarity that are consistent with predic-

tions of the PbV learning model (peak voxel MNI:

�24, �33, �6). T values indicate the size of this effect across participants (thresholded at p < 0.001). No above-threshold effects were identified for the

associative learning model. Unthresholded statistical images are available at https://neurovault.org/collections/3002/.
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gradual pattern separation [14–16] as well as in associative or

relational memory more generally (e.g., [17]). Therefore, it is

possible that the hippocampus may play a role in cross-situa-

tional learning via associative and/or PbV mechanisms.

PbV models predict that learning is rapid; initially, an associa-

tion between a word and object is arbitrarily chosen, and if veri-

fied on subsequent encounters, it is retained. This will cause

the neural representation of the word to rapidly change from be-

ing similar to being dissimilar from the other words. In contrast,

associative models predict that word-object associations

emerge gradually, with evidence stored about all word and ob-

ject co-occurrences (although, we note that under somemodels,

attentional biases may accelerate acquisition at particular time

points, e.g.[5]). Accordingly, the neural representations should

become dissimilar gradually over successive learning blocks.

To test these predictions, patterns of fMRI BOLD activity

for each pseudoword during each test block were obtained,

and pairwise correlations of these patterns were computed

throughout the brain. The correlations were then compared to

the predicted similarity of every word pair according to the two

models, using representational similarity analysis [18]. Figures

2B and 2C illustrate the predictions of the associative and PbV

models for a representative participant. Under the associative

model, the correct associations emerge gradually, being

strengthened with each encounter of the word-object pair. The

associative model also predicts that incorrect word-object asso-

ciations will be made if they happen to co-occur on several trials

by chance. By contrast, the PbV model predicts that the repre-

sentations rapidly change from being equally similar to all others

before they have been learnt to being dissimilar after learning.

Importantly, the predictions of each model reflect the time-

course at which changes in representational similarity should
occur rather than the absolute level of representational change

that may be expected. As such, the only source of predictive po-

wer afforded to either model stemmed from stipulating this time-

course as accurately as a possible. (For more details about how

the data were modeled and analyzed, see STAR Methods.)

We found evidence for the PbV model but not the associative

model. A whole-brain searchlight representational similarity

analysis (RSA) revealed a significant fit to the predictions of the

PbVmodel within our a priori region of interest (ROI) in the hippo-

campus (see Figure 2C; t18 = 5.36, p = 0.013, corrected for

family-wise error (FWE) within a bilateral hippocampal ROI).

Furthermore, goodness-of-fit statistics indicated stronger sup-

port for the PbV model over the associative model within this re-

gion (DBIC = 7.92; [19]). Due to its size and shape, searchlights

where the centers fall within the hippocampus additionally

include adjacent extrahippocampal voxels. When we excluded

all extrahippocampal voxels from the region showing the effect

reported above, the goodness-of-fit statistics still indicated

very strong support for the PbV model over the associative

model (DBIC = 23.61; based on an average of 32.2 voxels),

although the fit to the PbV model within this restricted region

was only significant at an uncorrected threshold (t18 = 2.99,

p = 0.001). To assess the contribution of extrahippocampal vox-

els to the fit to the PbV model, we reran the whole-brain analysis

while excluding all voxels within the hippocampal ROI. This anal-

ysis revealed no significant effects anywhere in the brain, even at

lenient threshold of p < 0.002.

To test whether there was evidence for either the PbV or

associative models across the group of brain regions that ex-

hibited learning-related effects in the model-free analysis above,

we examined representational similarity across all voxels within

each region; no significant effects were found in any regions.
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Thus, our model-based fMRI analysis provided evidence that

cross-situational learning is supported by a PbV mechanism.

Representations of the words in a region focused on the left

posterior hippocampus rapidly became dissimilar when the as-

sociation between the word and object had been learned. This

is consistent with a verification model that may be underpinned

by hippocampally mediated pattern separation. During debrief-

ing, 10 of 19 participants reported using a hypothesis-testing or

process-of-elimination strategy, while the remaining partici-

pants did not report using any particular strategy. Overall, our

results suggest that when learning associations across situa-

tions, adults store a limited number of hypotheses about

word-object associations that are verified or rejected on later

encounters.

DISCUSSION

There are a number of advantages to a PbV ‘‘local’’ style of

learning compared to one that monitors all co-occurrences of

items. PbV models are better placed to exploit rare but informa-

tive learning events, while models that keep track of all options

dilute such instances [20]. There are also computational advan-

tages to a learning system that actively chooses to store a limited

amount of information that is either verified or rejected in the

future. The alternative—to keep a running tally of the number

of instances each object occurred with each referent—requires

a large capacity and ultimately results in the storage of much

redundant information.

Our findings parallel recent discoveries in the decision-mak-

ing literature. Classic theories suggest that the outcomes of

previous decisions result in the accumulation of evidence for

the value of different options [21]. When making a decision,

the evidence for and against a range of choices can be

compared in order to make the correct decision. However,

several researchers have questioned the existence of such a

knowledge base and argued that sampling a limited number

of recent events gives sufficient information on which to base

a decision (e.g., [22, 23]). Retrieving individual episodic mem-

ories is also the preferred basis of decision-making in some sit-

uations [24]. This is similar to a PbV learning mechanism, which

relies on episodic memory for a limited number of hypothesized

associations.

Recently, a number of authors have advocated less strong

versions of both PbV and associative models [20, 25, 26]. For

example, Stevens et al. [20] proposed a learning mechanism

that tracks more than one hypothesized word-object pairing

but pursues the highest-valued pairing at the expense of

others. By contrast, Yurovsky and Frank [25] argued that

learning mechanisms are limited by psychological constraints

on memory and attention; PbV is favored when there are

many associations, but when there are few, a more associative

style of learning predominates. Lastly, Kachergis and col-

leagues [5, 26] found that associative models that bias attention

toward both novel and familiar word-object pairings (rather than

record all co-occurrences indiscriminately) fare better than PbV

models at predicting learning trajectories. It is not yet clear

whether both PbV and associative mechanisms can operate

separately in parallel, with greater weight placed on one or

the other mechanism according to task demands, or whether
4 Current Biology 28, 1–5, April 2, 2018
there is a unitary learning mechanism that combines elements

of both. Functional imaging offers an opportunity to resolve

such issues (see [27] for an analogous example in the spatial

memory domain).

The model-based fMRI effect was centered on the left poste-

rior hippocampus, although the searchlight included immedi-

ately adjacent areas. According to the complimentary learning

systems (CLS) theory, the hippocampus is able to support rapid

learning of similar materials via pattern separation [28, 29].

Furthermore, neuropsychological evidence points toward a

necessary role for the hippocampus in the acquisition of new se-

mantic knowledge, including vocabulary acquisition, which is

consistent with our findings [30–32]. Pattern separation enables

the creation of non-overlapping representations of memories

that are otherwise highly similar. A recent version of this theory

identified roles for the hippocampus in both rapid and gradual

pattern separation [16]. In our study, we only found evidence

for the rapid creation of novel memory representations, which

was predicted by the PbV model. Nevertheless, this does not

rule out the possibility that more gradual associative learning

was also taking place, supported either by processing in the hip-

pocampus or elsewhere in the brain.

In sum, we present fMRI evidence that cross-situational

learning is supported by PbV mechanisms that are underpinned

by hippocampal processing. More broadly, remembering a

limited sample of hypotheses about possible associations,

and testing these hypotheses against future encounters, may

be a core method of acquiring new declarative knowledge,

particularly when learning information you know you will be

tested on. This is because it capitalizes on humans’ well-

developed episodic memory system for remembering individual

events.
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EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Twenty-three right-handed, native English-speaking students were recruited from the University of Sussex. All gave written informed

consent and were reimbursed for their time. Participants had either normal or corrected-to-normal vision and reported no history of

neurological or psychiatric illness. Data from four participants could not be included in the final sample due to problems with fMRI

data acquisition (1 participant), and a failure to learn more than 3 of 9 word-object pairs during the in-scanner task (3 participants).

These latter participants were excluded since their level of performance could significantly rule out the possibility that they were

responding randomly (p = 0.069, n = 9, k = 3, E[k] = 1). Additionally, their performance was well below that of all other participants

who reached ceiling by the penultimate test block. As such, analyses included data from 19 participants (11 males) with a mean

age of 25.4 years (SD = 4.0). The studywas approved by the Brighton andSussexMedical School’s ResearchGovernance and Ethics

Committee.

METHOD DETAILS

Materials
Stimuli were 18 color photographs of obscure objects (e.g., rocket air blower) and 18 four-letter pseudowords (e.g., ‘‘Ospi’’) selected

from the NOUN Database [33]. Prior to each session, these stimuli were randomly paired to form 18 word-object associations. Each

pair was then allocated to one of two groups; a ‘‘pre-learned’’ set and a ‘‘to-be-learned’’ set (9 pairs in each). All photographs had

a resolution of 240 3 240 pixels (in-scanner visual angle: �8�) and were taken against a white background. Pseudowords were

presented auditorily via headphones and spoken by a neutral female voice (equated for perceived loudness).

Procedure
Pre-scanner training

Wewished to include a control task, consisting of word-object pairs that had been pre-learned before scanning (a ‘‘no learning’’ con-

trol that was otherwise identical to the cross-situation learning task). To match the two tasks, the pseudowords and objects used in

both tasks needed to be equally familiar – otherwise task differencesmight be caused by differing responses to the novelty/familiarity

of the stimuli. Although this introduces a difference between our study and other cross-situation learning experiments, we do not

think that it substantially affected performance on the task, since accuracy was only a little above chance after the first training block

of the in-scanner task.

Prior to scanning, word-object associations for pre-learned pairs were trained using an explicit encoding paradigm. Following a 2 s

inter-trial interval, a single object was presented centrally for 6 s and during this time the corresponding pseudoword was heard.

There were 5 such study events for each association (i.e., 45 in total) and these progressed in a random order. Subsequently,

participants were tested on each association with a 9-alternative forced-choice (9-AFC) test trial. After being cued with a single
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pre-learned pseudoword, a 3x3 grid of all the pre-learned objects was displayed (as in Figure 1B). Participants used a cursor

controlled via computer keyboard to select the target object.

To equate the level of familiarity between pre-learned and to-be-learned stimuli, participants also engaged in a familiarisation

phase for the to-be-learned words and objects. This took the form of a recognition memory test similar to the explicit encoding pro-

cedure described above with the key difference being that each trial only presented either a word or an object but not both simul-

taneously. Therewere 5 study events for each of the 18 to-be-learned stimuli (i.e., 90 in total) and these progressed in a randomorder.

A two-alternative forced-choice recognition test then followed where a single to-be-learned stimulus (the target) was presented

alongside a same-modality, unstudied lure. During pseudoword test trials, the target and lure words (also taken from the NOUNData-

base) were presented before the text strings ‘‘First’’ and ‘‘Last’’ were displayed on screen. Participants then indicated which word

was the target. During object test trials, target and lure objects were themselves displayed simultaneously and participants selected

the target using a cursor. There was a single test trial for each of the 18 to-be-learned stimuli and these were sequenced at random.

The order in which the pre-scanner tasks were run was counterbalanced between participants.

In-scanner task

The in-scanner task consisted of 6 blocks of learning events and 6 blocks of test trials, with each learning block followed by a test

block. Individual learning events lasted for 6 s. During this time, 3 word-object pairs randomly sampled from either the pre-learned or

to-be-learned stimulus sets were presented (Figure 1A). The objects were positioned randomly in one of 3 on-screen locations. Their

corresponding pseudowordswere presented in a randomorder. Therewas no indication of which object went with whichword. Trials

were separated by a variable (uniformly distributed) inter-trial interval of 3 - 7 s. Both pre-learned and to-be-learned trials occurred in a

random (intermixed) order and were constructed so that no association was presented consecutively (as in [5]). Within learning

blocks, each word-object association was repeated 3 times. As such, there were 18 learning events per block.

Test blocks consisted of 18 trials, one for each of the pre-learned and to-be-learned associations. Individual trials occurred as the

9-AFC test trials run during pre-scanner training; a 3x3 grid of all the to-be-learned (or pre-learned) objects was displayed. After being

cued with a single pseudoword, a randomly positioned cursor appeared around an object (Figure 1B). After a 1100ms delay, partic-

ipants could move the cursor around the grid and select the cued object with an MRI compatible button box. All trials occurred in a

random order and were spaced with a variable (uniformly distributed) inter-trial interval of 2 - 4 s. Learning and test blocks were sepa-

rated from one another with an inter-block interval of 6 s.

MRI Acquisition
All images were acquired on a 1.5 Tesla Siemens Avanto scanner equipped with a 32-channel phased array head coil. T2*-weighted

scans were acquired with echo-planar imaging (EPI), 34 axial slices (approximately 30� to AC-PC line; interleaved) and the following

parameters; repetition time = 2520 ms, echo time = 43 ms, flip angle = 90�, slice thickness = 3.6 mm, in-plane resolution = 33 3 mm.

To allow for T1 equilibrium, the first 5 EPI volumes were acquired prior to the task starting and then discarded. Subsequently, a field

map was captured to allow the correction of geometric distortions caused by field inhomogeneity (see the Image Pre-processing

section below). Finally, for purposes of co-registration and image normalization, a whole-brain T1-weighted structural scan was ac-

quired with a 1mm3 resolution using a magnetization-prepared rapid gradient echo pulse sequence.

Image Pre-processing
Image pre-processing was performed in SPM8 (www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm) and using custom written code in MATLAB (Mathworks).

First, each subject’s EPI volumes were corrected for inter-slice acquisition delay and spatially realigned to the first image in the time

series. At the same time, images were corrected for field inhomogeneity based geometric distortions (as well as the interaction

between motion and such distortions) using the Realign and Unwarp algorithms in SPM [34, 35]. For the analyses of univariate

BOLD activations, EPI time series data werewarped toMNI space using transformation parameters derived from the structural scans

(with the DARTEL toolbox; [36]). Subsequently, the EPI volumes were spatially smoothed with an isotropic 8 mm FWHM Gaussian

kernel prior to GLM analysis. For the representational similarity analysis, multivariate BOLD patterns of interest were estimates as

the t-statistics resulting from a GLM of the unsmoothed EPI data in native space (see below).

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Behavioral data
Behavioral outputs from the in-scanner taskwere binary (correct versus incorrect) statistics relating to accuracy on each of the 9-AFC

test trials (coded as 1 and 0, respectively). The proportion correct (Pc) across the 9 test trials was calculated separately for each

block, and for both the pre-learned and to-be-learned associations. The amount learned in each study block was quantified by taking

the first order derivatives of Pc values (i.e., the change in performance across study blocks; DPc).

Univariate imaging analyses
We specified a first-level general linear model (GLM) to investigate univariate activations associated with encoding processes during

learning. Movement parameters derived from the image realignment procedure were included as nuisance regressors and a vector

coding the normalized mean white matter intensity per volume was used to account for nuisance fluctuations such as scanner drift

and aliased biorhythms. In total, themodel included 15 event-related regressors of interest. Twelve of these specified learning events
Current Biology 28, 1–5.e1–e4, April 2, 2018 e2
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as 6 s boxcar functions grouped according to association type (pre-learned versus to-be-learned) and block (i.e., blocks 1 - 6). The

remaining 3 regressors related to test trials which modeled 1) correctly answered to-be-learned tests, 2) incorrectly answered to-be-

learned tests, and 3) correctly answered pre-learned test trials as separate event types. Incorrectly answered pre-learned tests were

alsomodeled yet few subjects made pre-learned errors. All test events were specified as delta functions with an onset corresponding

to that of the aurally presented cue. An additional regressor of no interest modeled the key presses that followed each test as delta

functions. All event-related regressors were convolved with SPM’s canonical hemodynamic response function (HRF) and amplitude

estimates (b values) were calculated on a voxel-wise basis. Percent signal change was calculated by scaling b values with the

corresponding GLM regressor heights and normalizing the resultant values with the GLM constant term.

Prior to statistical analysis, we performed pairwise subtraction contrasts on the to-be-learned and pre-learned b estimates on a

block-by-block basis (i.e., to-be-learned > pre-learned). These contrasts were then entered into a second-level mixed-effects model

to examine BOLD activations over and above any non-specific block effects not directly related to the to-be-learned trials. The

second-level model included random intercepts for each block and participant and two fixed effects predictors; 1) to-be-learned

Pc values, and 2) to-be-learned DPc values. The model was estimated with SPM8’s nonsphericity modeling algorithms using

restricted maximum likelihood estimation (see [37]).

Representational similarity analysis
For the RSA we first estimated multivariate BOLD response to each test trial using a first-level GLM of unsmoothed EPI data. Test

events were modeled by unique delta functions and their corresponding t-statistics were used to compute the similarity of local

BOLDpatterns at each point in the brain (described below). Subsequently, RSA contrastmatriceswere produced to specify predicted

changes in representational similarity between pairs of test trials. Two sets of predictions were tested; One relating to the associative

learning model (Figure 2B), and another relating to the propose-but-verify model (Figure 2C). Since there were 54 to-be-learned test

trials across 6 blocks, each contrastmatrix was of size 543 54. All diagonalmatrix elements were zero-weighted (n = 54). Importantly,

elements reflecting correlations between different test blocks were also zero-weighted (n = 1215 in the lower triangle). This ensured

that the RSA was not confounded by low frequency noise in the MR signal (e.g., motion, scanner drift). Matrix elements of interest

(n = 216 in lower triangle) were mean centered and scaled such that the grand sum was zero and the variance was one.

The RSAwas implemented in the CoSMoMVPA toolbox [38]. This involved a searchlight analysis; neural similarity between pairs of

test trails was computed at each point in the brain by correlating BOLD patterns within spherical searchlights of a 3-voxel radius (the

meannumber of voxels per searchlightwas110). This resulted in a54354correlationmatrix for eachbrain voxel representing the level

of local similarity between all test trails. To compute the agreement between this neural data and the model predictions, each corre-

lationmatrixwasFisher-transformedbefore beingmultiplied by theRSAcontrastmatrix under test.We then summed the valueswithin

eachweighted correlationmatrix. This produced a 3Doutput image representing the total covariance between the neural data and the

model predictions at each location in the brain. Note: The Fisher-transformation was used to equate the variances for all possible cor-

relation coefficient to satisfy the assumption of homoscedasticity. Next, the output images were warped to MNI space (as above)

before being subject to statistical analysis at the group level. This group analysis involved one-sample t tests that estimated the

average size of the RSA effect across participants for each set of model predictions (i.e., the strength of evidence for propose-but-

verify versus associative learning). When comparing the goodness-of-fit for each model in a specific brain region, we estimated

the strength of association between the neural data and model predictions in a group-wide mixed-effects regression model. The dif-

ference in the Bayesian information criterion (BIC) betweenmodels was then used to compare their relative goodness-of-fit (see [19]).

Propose-but-verify model
For the propose-but-verify RSA, changes in representational similarity are predicted to follow a stepwise progression; once an as-

sociation has been verified, BOLD responses to the pseudoword (and recall of the associated object) should decrease in similarity

relative to the responses to all other pseudowords. This is because word-object associations are expected to be coded uniquely (i.e.,

pattern separated) and thus result in distinct activation patterns across voxels. In contrast, prior to any learning, activation patterns in

those same voxels should be relatively similar across pseudowords, because unique associations have not been established. We

assume that the verification of individual word-object associations occurs in the learning block immediately before the association

is first correctly recalled. Note: According to the PbV model by Trueswell et al. [7], verification should only occur on the observation

after a hypothesis has been first proposed. As such, it is possible for correct responses to precede verification in some cases. How-

ever, given that our experiment included 3 repetitions of each word-object pair per study block, it is most likely that verification pre-

ceded correct responses. We represent this dynamic by defining a learning state variable V for each association that is 0 prior to the

first correct response (pre-verification state), and 1 on and after the first correct response (post-verification state). Given this, the pre-

dicted representational dissimilarity between tests of associations a and b is 0 when both Va and Vb are 0 (i.e., unverified), and 1 in all

other cases:

Da;b = f0; ifðVa +VbÞ= 0
1;otherwise

As an example, if the associations for words a and b were first correctly recalled in the 3rd and 4th test blocks respectively, the hy-

pothesized dissimilarity between a and b test trials (i.e., Da;b) would be zero in test blocks 1 and 2 and one for all others. This dissim-

ilarity measure was then reverse scored and mean centered for all pairwise comparisons of interest before being used in the RSA.
e3 Current Biology 28, 1–5.e1–e4, April 2, 2018
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Note: none of the participants in our sample failed to correctly recall any word-object association after verification is assumed to have

taken place (that is, once learned, there were no retrieval failures for any to-be-learned word).

Associative learning model
In testing the associative learning model, we make the same assumption as above that learning should cause a decrease in repre-

sentational similarity between test trials. However, this model suggests that learners encode all co-occurrences and that associa-

tions strengthen gradually. As such, the decreases in representational similarity are predicted to proceed gradually and should be

related to the ability of each pseudoword to cue a unique object at test. We used a computational model of associative learning

in order to estimate changes in associative strength on a trial-by-trial basis [5]. According to the model, learners maintain and adjust

associative strengths between all words and objects across learning. Associative strengths are represented by a word x object as-

sociationmatrix,M, which is initially empty but filledwith a small constant weighting (0.01) when a newword/object is seen for the first

time. Associative strengths are updated on each learning event by distributing a constant learning weight, c, to the subset of co-

presented words and objects, S. However, c is not distributed evenly but is preferentially distributed to; 1) word-object pairs with

a pre-established association (i.e., prior knowledge), and 2) word-object pairs where the associations of both stimuli are unknown

(i.e., uncertain). To quantify this latter uncertainty, a measure of entropy, H, is specified to be maximal when a given word (or object)

is equally likely to correspond to every other stimulus, and minimal when the association is certain:

Hw = �
Xn

o= 1

pðMw;oÞ,log2ðpðMw;oÞÞ

Where w and o are the indices of specific words and objects, respectively, n is the number of word-objects pairs, and pðMw;oÞ is the
normalized associative strength between word w and object o across all objects. Note: a similar equation is specified for object

uncertainties, Ho. Given this measure of uncertainty, the learning weight (c) is distributed to elements of M based on a scaling

parameter l that governs differential attention to uncertain stimuli versus prior knowledge. Additionally, a trial-by-trial decay param-

eter, a (constrained between 0 and 1), governs the rate of forgetting:

Mw;o =aMw;o +
c,elðHw +HoÞ,Mw;oP

w˛S
P

o˛Se
lðHw +HoÞ,Mw;o

When associations are testedwith aword cue, learners are assumed to select an object with a probability that is proportional to the

word-object associative strength (see [5]). Because the model has 3 free parameters; a, c, and l, we fit these values to each partic-

ipant by minimizing the sum of the squared error between the model outputs on each test trail across all blocks and the observed

behavioral responses. This was done using the ‘‘lsnonlin’’ optimization function in the MATLAB Optimization Toolbox (Mathworks).

The means (and SDs) of the best fitting parameter values were; a = 0.85 (0.040), c = 0.051 (0.040), and l = 10.02 (1.723). The median

negative log-likelihood describing the goodness-of-fit for the model was 14.19 (summed across 54 test trails per participant); this

corresponds to a modeling accuracy of approximately 76.9%.

Once the model had been fitted, we specified the RSA contrast matrix reflecting predicted changes in representational similarity

between pairs of test trials. As test trials presented specific words, the representational similarity between pairs of test events is pre-

dicted to be inversely proportional to how specifically they activate unique object representations. Formally, we estimated the repre-

sentational dissimilarity (D) between words a and b to be equal to the Euclidian distance in their corresponding object associations:

Da;b =

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiXn

o= 1

ðMa;o � Mb;oÞ2
s

As above, this dissimilarity measure was then reverse scored and mean centered for all pairwise comparisons of interest before

being entered into the RSA contrast matrix.

Imaging thresholds
Across all imaging analyses, reported activations survive whole-brain, family-wise error (FWE) corrected thresholds at the cluster-

level (cluster defining threshold: p < 0.001, one-tailed). Additionally, given our strong a priori hypotheses that effects of interest

may be observed in the hippocampus, we report activations surviving a small volume correction at the voxel-level within a bilateral

hippocampal mask (taken from the AAL Atlas, [39]).

DATA AND SOFTWARE AVAILABILITY

Unthresholded statistical maps for all the reported analyses are available at https://neurovault.org/collections/3002/. Analysis-

specific code and data are available on request from the Lead Contact, Sam Berens (sam.berens@york.ac.uk).
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